In the dynamic clamp technique, a typically nonlinear feedback system delivers electrical current to an excitable cell that represents the actions of "virtual" ion channels (e.g., channels that are gated by local membrane potential or by electrical activity in neighboring biological or virtual neurons). Since the conception of this technique, there have been a number of different implementations of dynamic clamp systems, each with differing levels of flexibility and performance. Embedded hardware-based systems typically offer feedback that is very fast and precisely timed, but these systems are often expensive and sometimes inflexible. PC-based systems, on the other hand, allow the user to write software that defines an arbitrarily complex feedback system, but real-time performance in PC-based systems can be deteriorated by imperfect real-time performance. Here, we systematically evaluate the performance requirements for artificial dynamic clamp knock-in of transient sodium and delayed rectifier potassium conductances. Specifically, we examine the effects of controller time step duration, differential equation integration method, jitter (variability in time step), and latency (the time lag from reading inputs to updating outputs). Each of these control system flaws is artificially introduced in both simulated and real dynamic clamp experiments. We demonstrate that each of these errors affect dynamic clamp accuracy in a way that depends on the time constants and stiffness of the differential equations being solved. In simulations, time steps above 0.2 ms lead to catastrophic alteration of spike shape, but the frequency-current relationship is much more robust. Latency (the part of the time step that occurs between measuring membrane potential and injecting re-calculated membrane current) is a crucial factor as well. Experimental data are substantially more sensitive to inaccuracies than simulated data.
Introduction
The dynamic clamp technique was first developed and used in cardiac electrophysiology. Early systems implemented linear gap junction conductances via analog circuitry (Scott, 1979; Tan and Joyner, 1990) . In the early 1990s, neurophysiologists developed more elaborate versions of the technique with the power to represent ligand-gated conductances (Robinson and Kawai, 1993; Sharp et al., 1993) and voltage-gated conductances (Sharp et al., 1993) . By inserting simulated conductances into a cell membrane, the experimenter gains fine, selective control over system parameters that cannot be perfectly modulated pharma-cologically. Since its conception, a variety of dynamic clamp systems have been developed and used (reviewed by Prinz et al., 2004) . Existing systems use analog circuitry (e.g., Tateno and Robinson, 2006) , dedicated programmable hardware with a real-time operating system (e.g., Kullmann et al., 2004) , or software running on a standard PC (Butera et al., 2001; Dorval et al., 2001; Pinto et al., 2001 ). Relative to other solutions, PC-based software has advantages in cost and/or flexibility. However, in software-based applications it is more challenging to ensure "hard" real-time performance (i.e., real-time performance that is never late). Hard real-time performance can be ensured using real-time extensions of the Linux operating system (Butera et al., 2001; Dorval et al., 2001; Raikov et al., 2004) , but with reduced ease-of-installation and ease-of-use for a substantial fraction of the community. The consequences of violations of hard real-time performance in dynamic clamp applications have not been assessed in detail. Here, we attempt to provide this missing analysis.
A dynamic clamp system acts very much like a digital filter; it periodically samples inputs and computes outputs (Fig. 1) . The "speed" of a platform usually refers to three attributes: time step, jitter, and latency. These components of a system's speed can be characterized as follows. The target period of the system is called the time step. Ideally this value would be infinitesimal so that we would be able to acquire and output all possible frequencies; however, in practice our time steps are far from this ideal. This is because a lower bound is set by the amount of processing time needed to complete a single input-output calculation. In practice, the actual time step that we observe is a random variable with a mean centered about the target time step. This variation is called jitter, and is a direct result of the non-deterministic nature of modern computer architectures (e.g. cache misses, bus contention, and super-scalar execution). Typically, solutions based on general purpose operating systems will always suffer from high levels of jitter because the underlying system is designed to distribute clock cycles fairly among many competing processes. Fig. 1 . Dynamic clamp feedback loop. This schematic representation of a dynamic clamp system illustrates the feedback controller which measures membrane voltage, calculates a current to apply based on the dynamics of the simulated conductance, and feeds that current back to the cell. Typically the membrane voltage and applied current are conducted through the same electrode. Fig. 2 . Accuracy of dynamic clamp simulations with different numerical solvers. A: traces of simulated evoked action potentials. In this case, Na + channels were simulated using the Euler method at the time step indicated in the legend. K + channels and integration of the membrane equation were performed in high-precision using the NDF solver (see Section 2). B: traces of simulated action potentials in which K + channels were virtualized at a given time step using the Euler method, with other elements integrated with high precision. C: plots of error vs. time step for three methods of Na + channel virtualization. Error (units of V 2 ) is much larger for the Euler method than for the NDF or Runge-Kutta methods. D: error vs. time step for virtualization of K + channels. Accuracy is relatively independent of the solver method.
Latency, the time between receiving an input and updating the corresponding physical output channel roughly determines the lower bound on time step. Latency exists because it takes a finite amount of time to perform analog to digital conversion, do some computation, and convert back from digital to analog.
The goal of this work is to analyze the performance implications of imperfect control on a particularly resource sensitive dynamic clamp experimental protocol: virtualizing a voltagedependent current source with sub-millisecond activation time constants. Here, we present examples of the errors introduced by both these timing imperfections and by the use of various differential equation solvers. We predict the performance benchmarks dynamic clamp systems will require using computational simulations of dynamic clamp experiments and test these predictions in an actual dynamic clamp experiment.
Methods

Computational simulations
To predict the effects of dynamic clamp performance flaws, a simulated dynamic clamp experiment was conducted using a point model of a hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neuron (soma extracted from Migliore et al., 1999 , including nonlinearities to preserve specified minimum values for each of the time constants). All simulations were done in MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA). The model contains a single Na + channel, and two K + channels (A-type and Delayed Rectifier). As a control, this model was run using the built-in MATLAB solver ode15s, a stiff solver with a variable time step. To simulate a "virtualized" channel, the current for the channel was injected using a fixed time step (25, 50,100, 200, or 250 s) with one of three solvers (forward Euler, 4th order Runge-Kutta, or the MATLAB stiff ODE solver (using default settings for tolerance, maximum step size, etc.), which relies on numerical differentiation formulas; see Shampine and Reichelt (1997) . Jitter was introduced by simulating the channel with a uniformly distributed random time step between 25 s and a predetermined upper bound. Latency was modulated by adding a fixed delay between reading the input voltage and updating the current contributed by the channel to the optimally modeled CA1 pyramidal neuron.
Brain slice techniques
All protocols were approved by the Boston University Animal Care and Use Committee. Transverse hippocampal Fig. 3 . Effects of time step on dynamic clamp accuracy. In separate simulations Na + (A) and K + (B) channels were virtualized at a given time step using the 4th order Runge-Kutta solver. A: generally, large time steps lead to massive distortions when Na + channels are virtualized; B: virtualization of K + channels leads to more subtle distortions, mainly by increasing the spike after-hyperpolarization. C: summary data showing error (V 2 ) vs. time step for the two cases.
brain slices (400 m) were prepared as previously described (Netoff et al., 2005 ) from long-evans rats aged P14-32. After a 1 h incubation period, they were transferred to the recording chamber. Whole cell patch clamp access was acquired using a 3-6 M electrode filled with (in mM)120 potassium gluconate, 10 KCl, 10 Hepes, 4Mg-ATP, 0.3 Tris-GTP, 10 sodium phosphocreatine, and 20 units/ml creatine kinase. All electrophysiological recordings were obtained at 33 • C with a Multiclamp 700A (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA).
Dynamic clamping
Real-time feedback for dynamic clamp experiments was implemented using custom written software for RTAI, a realtime kernel modification for Linux. The application ran in real-time and sat in a tight loop while never sleeping; thus, the computer was effectively frozen while the experiment was taking place. The system was capable of simulating channels with a time step duration of 12 s. The actual duration of each time step was recorded to ensure that time step duration, jitter, and output latency were tightly controlled.
Data analysis
To analyze the effect of errors introduced on action potential shape, the integral of the square difference from control over a single spike was calculated. That is to say the control, which amounts to a voltage trace of the model neuron without any of the channels virtualized, was first computed. Next, the model was run for 10 ms with either the Na + or K + channels virtualized, using some value of time step, jitter, and latency. The responses were aligned at some threshold crossing, a point by point difference from control was computed, each difference was squared, and the Riemann sum was taken over time. Error is reported in units of V 2 . We include raw traces to give the reader an indication of how a given amount of Fig. 4 . Effects of time step jitter on dynamic clamp accuracy. In these simulations, Na + (A, C) and K + (B, D) channels were virtualized at a time step that varied randomly from 25 s to a given worst-case value. As shown in individual traces (A-B) and summary data (C-D), error is bounded above by the worst-case time step. error corresponds to the visual appearance of the action potential.
The effect of imperfect dynamic clamp on firing rate was evaluated by computing the frequency-current relationship for both the control and experimental cases. For a range of values, current was applied to the cell for one second. The number of spikes generated within that time window was counted to determine average firing rate.
Results
Differential equation solver
To confirm the accuracy and stability of the numerical methods, namely choice of a solver, voltage-gated Na + channels were virtualized with each of three different solvers. Virtualizing Na + channels using the Euler solver led to drastic error ( Fig. 2A and C) . In contrast, both the NDF solver (Shampine and Reichelt, 1997) and the 4th order Runge-Kutta method provided accurate solutions. Our results with the Runge-Kutta solver suggest that there were no noticeable deleterious effects of the non-smooth right-hand sides in the Migliore model. The solver method was less critical for virtualizing K + channels ( Fig. 2B and D) . In subsequent simulations, we use the NDF solver with a variable time step for simulating ideal channels and the 4th order Runge-Kutta with a fixed time step to simulate virtualizing channels and for the brain slice experiments.
Time step duration
To evaluate the effects of fixed time step duration on artificially introduced ionic conductances, Na + and K + channels were independently knocked-in using various fixed time steps in simulated dynamic clamp experiments. In each case, the implementation of the other set of voltage-gated channels was updated at a very fast time scale to ensure accuracy. Time step had a substantial effect on the shape of the model's spikes (Fig. 3) . For Na + virtualization (Fig. 3A) , prolonged time steps resulted in channels that stayed open for too long, giving a much larger peak of the action potential. For the time steps immediately following the peak, the overshoot causes very large outward currents to be calculated. Thus, the resulting action potential was both larger in amplitude and shorter in duration than the control. K + channel virtualization (Fig. 3B ) at low rates resulted in a larger after hyperpolarizing current, which caused an artificially large negative deflection following an action potential. Errors were quantified by calculating the squared difference from control spikes (Fig. 3C) . Virtualizing Na + with a time step greater than 50 s introduced significant spike distortion, whereas virtualizing K + with a time step as large as 100 s did not introduce significant distortion. Fig. 5 . Effects of system latency on dynamic clamp accuracy. In experiments involving virtual Na + (A) and K + (B) channels, we introduced latency in experiments conducted with a time step of 100 s. C: summary data from manipulations of latency. For a given time step, the latency makes a substantial difference in the level of error.
Jitter
We next studied the effects of jitter, or variation in time step, on dynamic clamp performance. For these simulated dynamic clamp experiments, the time step for the virtual ion channels was a uniformly distributed random variable between 25 s and the specified worst-case. Fig. 4 shows error as a function of worstcase time step. Both the shape of the action potential ( Fig. 4A  and B ) and the quantification of error (Fig. 4C and D) reveal performance better than that observed for the fixed worst-case time step shown in Fig. 3 and in blue symbols in Fig. 4C . These data imply that the error for a randomly distributed time step has an upper bound defined by the error of the fixed worstcase time step. In other words, the maximal error for a random time step with worst-case of 50 s is equal to the error for a fixed time step of 50 s. This property suggests that jitter can be ignored as long as the worst-case time step produces satisfactory accuracy.
Latency
We next examined the effects of latency on dynamic clamp performance. We define latency as the time taken for the system to generate an output based on the current time step's inputs. Latency thus represents a lower bound on the possible time step. Fig. 5 shows the error as a function of the latency. As one might expect, error increased with increased latency, even with the time step fixed. However, less intuitive is that virtual K + channels (Fig. 5B ) are more adversely affected by latency than virtual Na + channels. This is because Na + channels inactivate. Thus, the latency only slightly delays the rising edge of the action potential. K + channels are affected throughout the course of the action potential. In the falling phase of the action potential, long-latency K + channels led to double-peaks, an indication of instability. Long-latency K + channels also lead to gross distortions of the after-hyperpolarization. Fig. 6 . Effects of time step and latency on firing rate in dynamic clamp simulations. Plots show firing rate vs. applied current for virtualized Na + (A, C) and K + (B, D) channels. In general, effects on firing rate were less dramatic than those on spike shape (Figs. 3 and 5) .
Firing rate-current relationship
To study the impact of imperfect dynamic clamping on spike trains, we evaluated changes in firing frequency in response to various DC current inputs. Despite the substantial affect that time step has on action potential shape (Fig. 3) , it has only small effects on the frequency-current (F-I) curve when virtualizing Na + (Fig. 6A ) or K + (Fig. 6B ) channels. Virtualizing K + channels with long time steps does extend the F-I curve to slightly higher values of current and firing rate. This effect occurs because as the virtualized K + channels are updated more slowly, they lead to longer after-hyperpolarizations, allowing Na + channels to de-inactivate more completely. Thus, long time steps for K + channel virtualization make the cell slightly more resistant to depolarization block.
Latency in Na + channel virtualization (Fig. 6C) causes a leftward shift in the F-I curve as well as a decrease in the maximum firing rate. Latency in the K + channel response has no effect on the F-I curve until the right-hand side. At that point, long latencies, like long time steps, make the model more resistant to depolarization block.
Brain slice experiments
To verify that results from the simulated dynamic clamp experiments hold true in actual experiments, a high-speed software-based dynamic clamp system was constructed. This stripped-down system provided very precise control over the timing of input and output. A CA1 pyramidal cell was patchclamped and 1 M TTX was applied to the bath to knock out Na + channels. Virtual Na + channels were then re-introduced using dynamic clamp. A single action potential was induced by injecting a 10 ms, 0.5 nA pulse of current. To compensate for bistability caused by knocking in a large Na + conductance away from the axon hillock, additional K DR + conductance was also added under dynamic clamp. Without the additional K DR + , the cell would fire one action potential then latch up in a depolarized state. Enough K DR + was added to allow the cell to fire action potentials and return to rest (∼−50 mV for the cell shown; data are not corrected for the junction potential). Effects of time step and latency were qualitatively similar to those seen in simulated experiments (Fig. 7) . The experiments with a real neuron were slightly more sensitive to dynamic clamp performance than predicted by the simulations. For example, a time step of duration 100 s produced errors similar to a simulated 200 s time step (Fig. 7C ). The biological system was also substantially more sensitive to increased latency than was the modeled system.
Even under the best-case real-world scenario (Fig. 7B ), action potentials are distorted relative to control conditions (Fig. 7A) . Several factors no doubt contribute to this discrepancy. First, our model of Na + channels is no doubt not entirely accurate. Second, under dynamic clamp, we introduce the virtual Na + channels into the soma alone; biological Na + channels are spatially distributed and concentrated near the axon hillock. Third, in sampling volt- Fig. 7 . Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings demonstrate the effects of time step (T s ) and latency under real-world conditions. In measurements from CA1 pyramidal cells, we recorded action potentials under control conditions (A) and with virtualized Na + channels (B). We also introduced long time steps (C) and latencies (D). Effects in experiments were qualitatively similar to those in simulations, but experimental data were more sensitive to inaccuracies than were simulated data from previous figures.
age and feeding back current, dynamic clamp experiments are subject to additional errors due to anti-alias filtering, ambient and digitization noise, and incomplete compensation for series resistance and electrode capacitance. We are not certain which of these sources of error are most responsible for the increase in the rising slope of the action potential we see in dynamic clamp.
Discussion
The data from these simulations and experiments demonstrate the key role time step duration, latency, and differential equation solver method have on dynamic clamp performance. For the two conductances studied here, Na + and K + , these effects tended to manifest themselves as distortions of the action potential, but did not generally effect the firing frequency of the cell. Perhaps, the most important finding is that a system capable of 50 s worst-case time steps with latency of no more than 25% of the time step, 12.5 s, is theoretically sufficient for conducting one of the most intensive of experiments, Na + channel virtualization. However, observed differences between the point model simulation and physical experiments indicate that timing benchmarks need to be better than theoretical predictions.
Our method should be useful to developers and users of dynamic clamp systems in several regards. First, we provide estimates of the amount of error that one can get away with in dynamic clamp experiments. Under real-world conditions, our results suggest that clock speeds greater than 10 kHz (time steps <0.1 ms) and minimal latencies are required to mimic mammalian Na + channels accurately. Although time-step-induced errors in virtualization of K + channels are often less dramatic than those in virtualization of Na + channels, a reasonable match to control conditions still requires clock rates >10 kHz (Fig. 3) . Second, we show templates of how particular sources of error affect action potential shape. Assuming that these templates hold in general, they provide hints to experimentalists regarding what sources of error may lie in their data, and how those errors may be corrected. In this vein, we note that errors due to slow time steps in virtualization of K + channels are subtle, affecting mainly the after-hyperpolarization; for this reason, even large errors induced in introducing virtual K + channels could easily be missed. Finally, our method provides a general framework by which others may wish to evaluate their dynamic clamp systems.
Our results suggest that software-based systems are sufficient for many purposes in dynamic clamp systems. Existing software-based "hard" real-time systems are based around extensions of the Linux operating system (e.g., Dorval et al., 2001; Raikov et al., 2004) can operate at sufficient clock rates for these purposes. Additionally, they have the advantage of highly constrained worst-case performance. As we have seen in Fig. 4 , worst-case performance is crucial in determining system fidelity. Windows-based systems (e.g., Nowotny et al., 2006 ) in general give a high level of performance. However, these systems have rare, but inevitable, "long" time steps (e.g., 0.76 ms in benchmarking done by Nowotny et al., 2006) . From our work we conclude that Windows-based systems are generally sufficient, but will induce catastrophically bad behavior on some occasions. We recommend that users of Windows-based systems use independent means to determine the jitter in their time steps (Nowotny et al., 2006) and discard data that are corrupted by long time steps. Additionally, we urge all dynamic clamp developers and users to consider the issue of latency, which our results show has dramatic effects on system performance.
